
Case Summary
The client, a Fortune 500 manufacturer, wanted to streamline the monitoring and management of critical IT 
infrastructure. SLK consolidated the fragmented monitoring landscape and deployed a flexible offshore model to 
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Consolidation and management of IT infrastructure improve performance and 
availability for a Fortune 500 manufacturer.

ensure service availability. This led to a reduction in costs, less downtime, and streamlined support.
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The Challenge
The client had a fragmented environment for application, server, 
network, and storage monitoring. Each division had non-standard 
processes and different tools to monitor its own applications and 
servers. These disparate monitoring systems meant there was little 
visibility into what was being monitored. Often critical issues were 
missed, and the need to monitor a certain system or parameter was 
identified only when the issue had already occurred. The resulting 
downtime, of course, had an adverse impact on the user experience. 
Inefficient monitoring also led to a high volume of false alarms 
requiring cost and effort to close those tickets. This strained the 
client’s bandwidth, and they did not have enough resources to monitor 
the environment 24×7.

The client wanted to streamline and standardize monitoring across the 
data center for 400+ servers and create a central monitoring hub for 
all apps and servers around the clock. They wanted a partner who 
could take over complete governance of the monitoring environment 
and ensure performance and uptime. 

The Solution
The client had a long-standing two-decade relationship with SLK,   
and so they turned to us to help solve this problem. The SLK team 
analyzed the situation and created a business case for the proposed 
solution. We deployed Microsoft System Center Operation Manager, 
Splunk, ManageEngine OpManager, and site 24×7 tools to implement 
monitoring best practices.  

All servers under monitoring coverage were transitioned to normalized 
agents/script-based custom monitoring solutions. Under a flexible 
offshore model, we took complete ownership of the environment to 
manage and maintain the monitoring environment. We enabled a 
secure ODC environment and set up a dedicated offshore team for 
monitoring and 24×7 support. The support process was also 
streamlined, and we created checks and balances with regular status 
updates and periodic reviews.



SLK is a global technology services provider focused on bringing AI, intelligent automation, and analytics together to create 
leading-edge technology solutions for our customers through a culture of partnership, led by an evolutionary mindset. For over   
20 years, we've helped organizations across diverse industries - insurance providers, financial service organizations, investment 
management companies, and manufacturers - reimagine their business and solve their present and future needs. Being A Great 
Place To Work Certified, we encourage an approach of constructively challenging the status quo in all that we do to enable peak 
business performance for our customers and for ourselves, through disruptive technologies, applied innovation, and purposeful 
automation. Find out how we help leading organizations reimagine their business at https://www.slksoftware.com/
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Support Uptime

SLK’s Efforts Showed Quick Results:
SLK’s flexible offshore model made system monitoring effortless for the client and saved costs.

  Quick turnaround times and 24×7 monitoring translated to continuous system availability that led to a        
    better user experience.  

  With remote management of critical business services, the client was assured of minimal disruptions              
    and better uptime.

  Periodic trend analysis for incidents and service availability helped get better visibility into application  
    performance and recommendations for improvements. 

Business Impact
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